


MATERIALS

UNIQUE CONSISTENCY!
merengue powder

2 inch Nail

Flower Scissors Nylon piping 
bags

Gel Food Colors

Piping Tips: #66, #1, #59, #9, #61  Meringue

40ºC
104ºF

This Christmas, we want to give you a gift that helps you create fantastic and amazing 
cakes. That´s why we want to share with you this manual with 4 christmas flowers 

designs, each one with its step by step, perfect to decorate your seasonal desserts.

Remember that the meringue is the ideal ingredient to make flowers, thanks to its heat 
resistance and firmness.



Make a wide base of 
3 flat circles with the 

#66 tip.

#66 y #11. POINSETTIA - 

2. MISTLETOE -

3. PINECONE -

4. BRANCH 1 - 

Make a 6 petal layer 
with #66 tip around 

the base.

Make a second layer 
of 6 smaller petals on 

the inside.

Make a third layer of 
4 petals.

With the #1 tip make 
small dots with 
Lemon Yellow.

Make a 2 ”thick base 
with the #59 or #61 

tip pine-shaped.

Make a line and stop in the center and 
surround with 3 petals with the thin

tip facing out and inclined.

Make more petals 
around the base as 

you go down

Repeat until the 
entire base of the 

pine cone is covered.

Make a straight line 
from top to bottom, 

ending on a tip.

Make lines on both 
sides, from long to 

short.

Add small lines to the branch, to give it a 
foliage effect.

#59s o #61

#1 or cartridge

#59s, #9

With the thin part of 
the #59 tip face out, 

make small bows.

Repeat the 
up-and-down motion 

on the other side.

Make a second leaf 
by repeating steps 1 

and 2.

Use the #9 tip to 
make a sphere with a 

triangle shape.

Add leaves with the 
#66 tip and add the 

flower to your 
creation.

Repeat until you have formed 3 spheres. 
And done! You can now use them fo your 

creations.

Once finished, you 
can now use it to 

decorate your cakes.

BRANCH 2 - #59s

With the thin part of 
the #59 tip face out, 

make small bows.

Repeat the 
up-and-down motion 

on the other side.

RED AND GREEN LEAF

RED AND AUTUMN GREEN COMBINATION

HAZELNUT COMBINATION

AUTUMN GREEN COMBINATION AUTUMN GREEN COMBINATION



ventas@encoalimentos.com
www.encoalimentos.com

(+52) 81 8355 8648

CONTACT US!

ALIMENTOS ENCO, S.A DE C.V. 
PARQUE INDUSTRIAL BOSQUES DEL SUR, AV. DEL ALTILLO 220-19,
COL. VILLA DE SAN MIGUEL, GUADALUPE N.L, C.P. 67110, MÉXICO

ENCO FOODS @encofoods


